The Assistant Rector has a unique role in the life of the Badin Community. This role is exemplified not only through her mature example, but as an active participant in the life of the hall, and in the lives of the residents. The Assistant Rector is called to a life of service within the hall, which demonstrates itself in a variety of ways, including leadership, community engagement, and support of University policy as stated in DuLac.

Responsibilities of the Assistant Rector:
Assist and support the Rector in a variety of responsibilities, dependent on situations that might arise during the course of the year
Attendance at Sunday evening Mass in Badin
Attendance at Tuesday Hall Council meetings
Attendance at all Hall Staff Training sessions, as well as mandatory in-services and events
Attendance at weekly staff meetings
Regular duty nights throughout the year, which entails both weekdays and weekends
Duty during either Fall or Spring Break (each AR assumes responsibility for one of these weeks)

In addition to the above responsibilities, AR’s are responsible for guidance and supervision of a number of Hall Commissions and events throughout the year. These responsibilities are divided among the AR’s during initial Hall Staff meetings. Some examples of these Commissions are: Academic, Athletic, Big/Little, Birthdays, Brother/Sister, Dances, Liturgical, Mom’s/Dad’s weekend, Service, Social, Spirit, and others.

A few key Badin Hall events include: Founder’s Week, Conscious Christmas, Polar Bear Plunge, Frog Week, Mom/Dad’s weekend, Fall SYR and Spring Formal, as well as other hall events throughout the year.